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NN Gallery is delighted to present Yeoh Jin Leng - “Ten Years on” A Review,

The Dance of the Apsaras presented an installation of sculptures, paintings, and

an exhibition that heralds the artistic journey of one of Malaysia’s pioneering and

ceramics as well as an in depth historical documentation of the architecture, the

celebrated contemporary artist.

Divine cosmology, mythology, forms and shapes of ancient Khmer culture. It was a

This exhibition aims to appropriate the relationship between the expression of the
artist, his vision and his contribution to the cultural life, education and preservation

The Apsaras, in this exhibition are made out of copper and decorated with winged

of Asian heritage over the last decade.

headdresses and jewelry, reminiscent of the decorative diadems of the classical

Back in 1997, after his retrospective at the National Art Gallery, Yeoh Jin Leng

sandstone female deity found in the galleries of the Angkor complex.

produced an installation of sculptures and large paintings that made up his Trapped

Oil lamps made out of tree stumps and ceramic pots adorned the gallery adding to

series. The works marked a signiﬁcant transformation from earlier abstract works

the architectural splendour and fascination of these celestial embodiments.

and moved towards the human ﬁgure.
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celebration of the artistic merits and legacy of the Golden Age of Asian civilization.

The following exhibition Baptism of Fire (2003) sees a return to painting,inspired

“Trapped” presented paintings and sculptures that echoed in close relationship to

by the epic tale of the Ramayana .The works assumed a narrative of the central

each other, showing persuasive images of the darker side of progression. All the ﬁgures

characters Rama, Sita, Lakshma, Bharat and Hanuman and Ravana

in the series mimic the appearance of puppets conﬁned to cage-like structures.

The paintings were large scale and focused intently on the allegorical signiﬁcance

Using an engaging manipulation of styles and forms, of Asian sensibilities and origin,

and symbolism prevalent in the philosophical teachings of ancient Hindu sages.

Yeoh Jin Leng’s primitive looking copper sculptures were inspired by the Apsaras

Stylistically graphic with a palette of vividly intense colours, the works signiﬁed

found in the bas-reliefs in Angkor, and served as a metaphor for the current state of

Yeoh Jin Leng’s deeper introspection of the tale, its origin and meaning that has

affairs as well as diminishing cultural and societal values.

signiﬁcantly evolved and manifested in variations throughout Southeast Asia.

The year 2000 saw the inception of The Dance of the Apsaras and the workings of

The Moving Body (2004) saw a close working with the famed dancer and

Icons It was our ﬁrst exhibition with the artist. It was a move away from the apparent

choreographer Ramli Ibrahim. Showing a series of charcoal drawings Yeoh Jin Leng

social discourse as seen in Trapped, towards an art deliberately concentrated on

explores the sensuality and subtleties of movement in classical Indian dance of Orissa.

Asian has always been an integral outlook of Yeoh Jin Leng’s ethos

The link between the female dancers of the Odissi and the Apsaras is undeniable, in

The intricacies of Asian civilization in all its richness and complexities have always

the sharing of graceful and rhythmic poses and as well communicating the important

been close to Yeoh Jin Leng’s heart and have taken him to the ends of Asia, exploring

aspects of the religious and ritualistic achievement common in times of antiquity.

indigenous cultures and societies, and in return rewarding him with a spectacular
view and celebration of Asian artistry.

Last year, Yeoh Jin Leng adorned the walls of the gallery with his personal collection

of antique ceremonial textiles acquired during his
travels. Examples from China, India, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Cambodia, Burma Thai and Laos presented a rich correlation
in the diversity of styles.
The collection showed beautifully crafted and intricately designed textiles either
made for royal court or even by hilltribes and ethnic group that are distinguished by
their motifs, their use of natural dyes and weaving techniques that speaks quietly of
the people, the land and their culture. Today these exceptional textiles are symbols
of elegance and sophistication.
Most recently, in collaboration with the poet artist Jegathan Ramachandram, they
dedicated to the the Dance of the Gopis.
Yeoh Jin Leng’s latest works include paintings and drawings combined with digital
print that engage bodies in movement in relationship to colours shapes and auras
that explores the idea of love, art, and beauty in light of spiritual enlightenment.
It is truly an honour to have this opportunity to hold Yeoh Jin Leng’s exhibition
“Ten Years On” A Review that would take us all on an insightful journey of
this celebrated artist. We would like to thank Jin Leng and Diana for their
continued support of the gallery throughout the
years and for their friendship. We wish them
heartiest congratulations and look forward to
many more exhibitions.
by Syed Nabil Syed Nahar
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came together in an exhibition entitled A Path A Meeting (November, 2007)
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I have travelled in earlier times to Esphahan
in Iran and most of the countries in Europe,
the USA, Mexico, Japan, China, Taiwan,
Australia, etc. and in that sense, I have been
privileged to have seen the collections of the
major museums around the world. With
the learning from myths, religion, philosophy,
poetry, drama, and music of different cultures,
east and west, the course I choose to take in my
s,
art making is based on my personal conviction
essentially for the love in art making.
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The following exhibition was the ured of Apsaras,
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Apsaras,” a sculptural project con nt façade feature of
deity ﬁgures which form a promine
the Angkor complex of temples.

The exhibition that came after the “Dance of the Apsaras” was “Baptism of Fire”, a
series of paintings depicting the esoteric and Kundalini aspects of the Ramayana.
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Dance of the Apsaras
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Apsaras are the deities churned out of the Ocean of Milk in the tug-of-war between the
Asuras and the Devas for the ambrita (ambrosia) that gives empowerment of divine
power. The art work as a whole, was conﬁgured as an installation to provide a reading
relating to material development that engenders the “rat-race”, bringing about, as a
consequence, not less but more social problems. The Apsaras were created to represent
“conceptions of beauty that are shaped by spiritual criteria and as making sublime
presences” . (T.K. Sabapathy, quote from the ﬂyer).
.
For the installation, they were placed amongst the totemic icons of power, their sensual
forms as a contrast to the phallic rigidity symbolic of power. It was also to provide a
reading of the conﬂicting era of the iron-age (kali yuga), the stage after Krishna left
the world. The totemic forms were inspired by the “kelirings” of Sarawakian tribal
culture, the Kayan.
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The many drawings and sketches made of dancers
at Sutra Dance Theatre culminated in an
exhibition a year later, entitled “The Moving Bod
y”.
The series explored the central vital force, or prana,
of the human ﬁgure, known by the Chinese as dan
tien, or the ﬁre-centre of Tantric Buddhism, the
solar plexus of the Greeks, or the manipura chakra
in Kundalini.

In terms of the religious and philosophical
foundations of an Asian dimension, movement of the
body-centre outward symbolizes a movement into
the
realm of samsaric experience of the paramanus, from
the centre Atman and the Purusha, to the periphe
ry
of worldly experience. The Navarasha Dance in
the Odissi and Bharata Natyam expresses these
emotions in beautiful conﬁgurations using mudra
s
of the hands, movements in the eyes, neck, body and
legs in speciﬁc stances.
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In dance, the centre of the body is taken across
a stage into time and space to produce a rich
pattern of movements charged with pranic organic
energies, expressing ascendant, transcendent
romantic aesthetics.
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